The optimization of light absorption in a weakly absorbing medium is studied by repeatedly reflecting a light beam from either plane or cylindrical canted and parallel mirrors. Vertical control is exerted either by horizontal mirror reflection, by cylindrical end mirrors, or by wellcollimated or focused beams. Useful absorption for a number of numerical parameters is calculated. The gross properties of lasers are characterized for geometrical optical purposes. Beam insertion optics are evaluated. Chamber and mirror energetics are considered. In the Appendix one of us (JJD) gives the shape and speed of a light beam eating its way into a very highly absorbing medium.
We suppose as a nominal,but high-quality value.a beam loss per pass of 0.5% for mirror loss and useless gas absorption, a number which we will subsequently vary.
For the moment we study a single beam in plane or nearly plane mirror geometry. We call for >ieams of uniform intensity or nearly so; the examination of significantly nonuniform initial beams is reserved for later studies. It is, of course, evident that uniform beams lead to ease in rendering uniform illumination of the reaction chamber.
We will later fix many extraneous parameters so that we can concentrate or. the effects of varying 
Taking values of n and nK from the APS Handbook," we obtain the reflectivities summarized in Table I .
Clearly our reflection losses will be large unless grazing angles are very small or highly reflecting surfaces are used. Note that TE reflectivity is greatly superior to TM. paraxial.
Starting at the curved cylindrical mirror with a focal length f = R/2 and traversing the chamber twice, beyond the plane mirror and to just beyond the curved mirror again, the ray transfer matrix for 2n passes is from Sylvester's theorem and some algebra: Table II (e.g., 1-cm mirror, 0.16%/pass).
C. Cylindrical End Mirrors
As mentioned, we can improve beam effectiveness by using a deeper reaction chamber, by fewer passes, or by going to a cylindrical mirror for one end for 0 « 1.
so that a ray starting at x with slope x' has ,2n -1 The maximum vertical source angle at which light is accepted into the system is 4>, given by:
Rays at any greater angle are lost. Within the chamber we refocus to h so we must put
The image distance Z and object distance Z' are also .related to m through: 
Insertion Lens Control
If uniformity is not essential we can use a more converging lens than given by Eq. The n timber ot passes, n* , unt i 1 the left or upper odgv uf the beam just leaks out the top is given by:
The number of passes, n 1 , for the beam center to return to the entrance center is:
.iiid the t -11 r respond ing total path to escape of the beam center is:
Equations ( 
Minimizing w' minimizes w. Observe in Fig. 9 that
In general we do best (minimum w or 0) by choosing the Insertion lens focal length f so that the image e' coincides with w 1 and thus Z' = Z.
That is also true when e' > c (not illustrated). with respect to f. We obtain thereby 
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We will use a number of typical parameters to
give the reader some perspective and then vary them to illustrate tradeoffs. Refer to Table III where we maximize useful absorption with respect to the independent variables and not to the number of give the same when optimally focused. Beam quality is an important parameter for these cavities, but cavity performance diminishes less than proportional to beam divergence. For these parameters, focusing is of negligible help, but may be significant for other parameters as shown in Table III .
The sequence of runs 8, 7, 1, 9, and 10 shows the effect of increasing the absorption pa of the medium; it is obvious that high-medium absorptivity is desired.
The run sequence 18, 17, 11, 1, and 13 shows the gains to be made by using wider (w) chambers, E/E = wpo(l -R T -RT).
This formula or alternatively our machine calculation for 6=0 gives the useful absorption of Line 35
in Table III . Run 35 shows a very respectable absorption of 3.9% with a nearly perfect average uniform distribution. We do not at this time study diffraction spikes in the heam itself which must be allowed for in practical designs.
In runs 36 to 48 we study in greater detail the 
